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DEAR PARENTS AND GUARDIANS

AT THE END-OF-YEAR PRIZE-GIVING, MY ADDRESS HAD A MAJOR EMPHASIS ON 
WELLBEING OR THE CONCEPT OF HAUORA. IN THIS FINAL NEWSLETTER FOR 2018, 
WE HAVE INCLUDED THE FIRST PART OF MY ADDRESS, WHICH MAKES REFERENCE TO 
THE REASON WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO EMPHASISE THIS ASPECT IN A TEENAGER’S 
SECONDARY SCHOOL EXPERIENCE, WHAT WE AS A SCHOOL HAVE BEEN TRYING TO DO 
IN THIS SPACE IN RECENT YEARS AND WHAT WE ARE INTENDING TO DO IN 2019. IN THE 
FEBRUARY NEWSLETTER, WE WILL GIVE ST PAUL’S FAMILIES GREATER DETAILS ON THE 
AGE SPECIFIC INITIATIVE THAT WE WILL BE INTRODUCING NEXT YEAR.

Grant Lander
HEADMASTER
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Excerpt from Headmaster’s 2018 
prize-giving address:

From my own life experiences, most of 
us tend to take our health and wellbeing 
for granted. It is only when faced 
with a significant health threat, do we 
really realise how precious an asset we 
previously possessed. 

In the PE and Health curriculum, we 
often refer to and learn about the 
concept of Hauora, which in Mason 
Durie’s Te Whare Tapa Whā model, 
incorporates the physical, mental and 
emotional, spiritual, and social aspects 
of wellbeing. Almost everyone in this 
room spends time attending to the 
physical aspects of wellbeing, through 
playing sport, running, walking, going to 
a gym and trying to exercise self-control 
and good judgement about what we eat 
and drink. But how many of us spend 
much time appropriately preparing for 
the mental and emotional, spiritual or 
the social aspects of wellbeing?

We all recognise that mental health 
is important for the wellbeing of 
communities; that in current times, 
many of our young people are 
experiencing increased mental health 
issues – in previous prize-giving 
speeches, I have talked about the 
importance of fostering grit, resilience 
and gratitude in order to successfully 
work through challenges. Teenagers 
today grapple with ever more complex 
social, cultural and environmental 
conditions. There is no doubt that being 
13 to 19 years old today is much harder 
than what it was when the adults in 
this room were growing up. In fact, it is 
hugely more complex than even when I 
started my tenure as Headmaster here 
in 2010.

In many respects, our students have 
a significant head start on their male 
counterparts in other schools, with the 
amazing opportunity of self-discovery 
that they receive in Year 10 down at our 
Tihoi Venture campus – a programme 
that places huge emphasis and actively 

fosters, self-reliance, independence, 
tolerance of others, self-confidence and 
belief. But we need to recognise that this 
is not nearly enough for our boys and 
needs to be replicated and enhanced in 
a different manner for our teenage girls, 
when they enter at Year 11, 12 or 13.

Young people on the whole at St Paul’s 
Collegiate are doing pretty well when 
faced with the huge temptations 
and challenges posed by: technology 
and screen addition with games like 
Fortnight, which have been shown 
to have a hugely negative impact on 
attention and concentration on the 
less stimulating tasks in life; porn 
addition – the hidden toxin that fosters 
expectations that are far from reality 
and leads to long term arousal issues 
in men in their 20’s and 30’s; unhealthy 
social media behaviour, which creates 
a distorted image of what happiness 
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looks like, as well as distasteful side-
line behaviour such as electronic 
emotional blackmail, cyber-bullying 
and peer pacts; today there is also 
increased awareness and exposure to 
risk, due to instant online accessibility 
to information; in addition we face the 
huge economic, parental and societal 
pressure, helicoptered or bubble-
wrapped children, over busy families 
who exchange quality regular daily time 
for super-charged holiday experiences, 
the potential risk of affluenza, on 
anxiety, narcissism, personal expectation 
and boundaries. In the last ten years, we 
have invented a whole new vocab, cyber 
predators, sexting, cyber-harassment, 
revenge porn, online grooming, E-mental 
health, blue light, teen sleep … the list 
goes on.

But if these then are the problems, 
what then are the solutions or the 
preventative measures we need to 
deliver, in order to help our young 
people to develop a more holistic 
approach, to the wellbeing challenges 
they will face over their lifetimes?

One of the strategies that we have 
initiated at St Paul’s, has been to 
empower and inform parents and 
caregivers. Currently it is clearly evident 
that there is an authoritative imbalance 
in the relationship between many 
parents and their teenagers. Children 
in families have the upper-hand as 
they often seem to know more about 
technology. As a result, it is creating a 
tangible and genuine generation gap. 
By bringing in speakers such as Nick 
Kardaras (digital technology); Caroline 
Adams-Miller (on growing grit and 
resilience) and in March 2019, Paul 
Dillon (on drugs and alcohol), we hope 
to better inform parents so that they in 
turn can offer greater support for their 
sons and daughters. 

From the start of next year, St Paul’s 
parents will be able to access SchoolTV 
through our website. An effective, 
online toolbox of resources, produced 
by Dr Michael Carr-Gregg. That aims 
to streamline information from 
leading Australasian specialists and 
organisations, into a single, easy to 
understand set of practical facts and 
strategies on modern day issues and 
challenges – a resource package which 

is updated ten times a year. Instead 
of having a significant portion of our 
families bemused over the challenges 
of parenting teenagers, we hope that 
by working in partnership, you will feel 
more knowledgeable and empowered, 
as new generic issues and challenges 
arise.

Over the past six years, we have 
implemented a range of school 
initiatives that have been aimed at 
strengthening student wellbeing: 

• An Emotional Intelligence or EI 
programme, which recognised that 
emotions can lead to our worst 
decisions or our best ones, and that 
there are strong links between EI 
and successful leadership, positive 
relationships, academic and even 
sporting performance. Over the past 
year, our Year 9 students have taken 
part in a 20-week EI awareness 
programme, which has been 
reinforced at Tihoi and then built 
on in Year 11, with a programme 
focussed on the management of 
stress in their first year of pressure-
cooker national assessment with 
NCEA and IGCSE.

• Through our Character Education 
programme delivered by our Year 
12/13’s to our younger students 
in our mentor classes. Recognising 
that character traits are the invisible 
attributes and attitudes so valued 
by employers, friends and spouses 
in relationships outside the school 
gate. A purposeful exploration of 
what is appropriate to make a Good 
man or Good woman.

• Finally, three years ago, we 
implemented an extensive service 
programme, reinforcing the values 
about servant leadership, delivered 
in this Chapel of Christ the King. 
Fostering a different view on the 
definition of success. Encouraging 
a healthy balance between the 
individual pursuit of achievement, 
with an empathy for others who 
are less resourced for life. Enabling 
our students to experience the 
happiness that comes from 
doing good for others in our 
neighbourhood, region and who are 
disadvantaged, in a very confronting 
overseas environment.

However, we have increasingly also 

recognised that we need to do even 
more and in a greater cohesive manner 
to address this challenging ‘Hidden 
Curriculum’. To ensure our teens 
feel well supported, educated and 
empowered heading into the future; 
in an age specific manner to raise their 
awareness and a better understanding 
of the issues that they may face.

To this end, we have opted next year 
to set aside initially a 45-minute slot 
each Wednesday, to raise student 
understanding of critical, relevant 
and topical issues around Hauora – 
physical, spiritual, social and mental and 
emotional wellbeing. The curriculum for 
these sessions will encompass the key 
messages on EI, Character Education and 
Over-the-Fence Ministry, but in addition, 
will also take on board learnings from 
Positive Psychology, discussion on 
current age specific issues, as well as the 
understanding of key life skills around 
flatting, banking and credit management 
upon leaving home.

Happiness is a state of mind or mood. 
Happy teenagers are usually teenagers 
who are satisfied with their lives and 
relationships. Happiness and wellbeing, 
while related, aren’t necessarily the 
same thing. Developing a strong sense of 
wellbeing is an important part of being 
healthy, happy and getting the most 
from life. Wellbeing has been proven 
important to help teenagers manage the 
challenges of the developmental years. 
It can be a key protective factor against 
mental illness. At St Paul’s, we are 
committed to continually reflecting on, 
reviewing and to strive to improve the 
wellbeing toolbox that we are providing 
for our young people in our care. With 
the increasing pace of technology and 
societal changes, faced by our youth, 
the wellbeing tools and strategies 
have to be constantly refreshed and 
modernised, but what is constant is the 
importance placed on wellbeing to allow 
us to feel emotions such as happiness, 
contentment and satisfaction as well as 
to effectively function and master the 
challenges before us.

I started this address with a focus 
on health and wellbeing. It seems 
unbelievable that in attending the 
IBSC Conference at Southport School 
this year, me and the other nine St 
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Paul’s delegates were confronted by 
the unbelievable information that 
New Zealand is leading the world in 
negative statistics around the health and 
wellbeing of young people – especially 
sadly in leading other countries 
throughout the globe in the number of 
youth suicides per hundred thousand. 
Recent surveys reporting 9% of boys and 
16% of girls showed signs of depression 
and 18% of boys and 29% of girls 
engaged in deliberate self-harm. We 
live in what, for many overseas visitors, 
seems like a paradise. We enjoy some of 
the best living conditions in the world. 
We seem to have some of the best 
healthcare, an amazing lifestyle, and yet, 
for some of us, we are so troubled that 
we seemingly can’t see a way out.

The adults in this room know that 
struggling during a lifetime is the norm. 
Having the odd bad day, month or 
even year is normal. Being unhappy 
sometimes is normal, but feeling like you 
can’t face it, is something we all need 
to own and to do something about. We 
can’t be complacent that 15-24 year olds 
are struggling increasingly with mental 
health issues – 5% five years ago, 8.8% 
in the period 2015/16 and an appalling 
11.8% in the past year.

As a school, we want to help each of 
our students to develop their own 
personalised toolbox to manage the 
challenges life will undoubtedly throw 
at them. We want to encourage our 
youth to talk more openly about their 
feelings – something that some of our 

older generation weren’t so good at. I’d 
like to think that every young person 
would have someone at this school 
that they felt comfortable to talk to 
and that they view that person as safe, 
confidential and ready to support them 
if they needed it. No one in this room 
has to feel like they are going it alone, 
or that there isn’t the help, or a set of 
strategies out there that would make 
a real difference to a problem or issue, 
they might be dealing with.

We need to actively promote and 
encourage a sense of gratitude. Through 
active service in helping others, foster 
a greater focus within ourselves, on 
“we” rather than “me”. This sadly 
though won’t happen by accident. 
It requires purposeful teaching and 
learning opportunities to explore 
personal identity, social relationships, 
inter-personal skills and to take a holistic 
approach to wellbeing.

I really like this quote, attributed to 
Maya Angelou, which I think fits nicely 
into the theme of this address, as a 
parting piece of advice to our leavers:

“You may not control all the events 
that happen to you, but you can decide 
not to be reduced by them. Try to be a 
rainbow in someone else’s cloud. Do not 
complain. Make every effort to change 
things you do not like. If you cannot 
make a change, change the way that you 
have been thinking. You might find a 
new solution.”

As famous musician and song-writer Bob 
Dylan wrote in his 1974 song ‘Forever 
Young’:

May God bless and keep you always
May your wishes all come true
May you always do for others and let 
others do for you
May you build a ladder to the stars and 
climb on every rung
May you stay – forever young

May you grow up to be righteous
May you grow up to be true
May you know the truth and see the 
lights surrounding you
May you always be courageous, stand 
upright and be strong
May you stay – forever young

May your hands always be busy
May your feet always be swift
May you have a strong foundation when 
the winds of changes shift
May your heart always be joyful and 
your song always be sung
May you stay – forever young

It’s my wish that the leavers will take 
with you the values that you have been 
taught, the experiences that you have 
shared at St Paul’s and that you will 
maintain a pride in your experience, 
to positively, reflect and evaluate 
yourselves and the time you spent at this 
very special place.

STUDENT LEADERS FOR 2019
Head Boy   Adam Jefferis
Head Girl   Kate Healy
Deputy Head Boy   Henry Mandeno
Deputy Head Girl   Caroline Kolver

Head of Clark House  Temple Beauchamp
Head of Fitchett House  Jack Collins
Head of Hall House  Isaac West
Head of Hamilton House  Jack Bowick
Head of Harington Boarding House Julia McLean
Head of Harington Day House Isabel Mallet
Head of Sargood House  Miah McDonald
Head of School House  Max McLean-Bluck
Head of Williams House  Nick Karton

Chapel Prefects   Annie Hantz
    Daniel Rickman
    Jana Stokes
    George Wilson

Other key Prefects (portfolios will be allocated early in 2019) 
are:

Lily Carr Paterson   Tepaea Cook-Savage
Harry Coxhead   Rico D’Anvers
Madeleine Dickie   Simon Han
Fritz Jooste   Elliot Leighton-Slater
Jana McLeod   Christopher Penno  
Te Waiti Rawiri   Campbell Smith
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

JUNIOR CORE CLASS PLACINGS

Subject BD CG RK CN HJ LW

English 1st Max Fletcher Kiel Kleuskens Milan Hood Joe Harcourt Thomas 
Scanlon

Ngakau 
Benseman/
Riley Jones

2nd Jack 
Simmonds

Edward 
Ludbrook/
Ben Sturm

Alfie 
Goldfinch/
Oscar Smith

Connor 
Irving/
Ashton 
Robinson

James Brown

3rd Daniel 
Williams

Alex Hooper  Levi 
Davidson

Mathematics 1st Jack 
Simmonds

Adrian Wong Gabe 
Pinvanichkul

Joe Harcourt Thomas 
Scanlon

Joshua Hurst/
Daniel Bates

2nd Ben Urlich Nathan 
Walters

Tyler Cooper/
Cole Brennan

Oliver Storey Alex Mitchell

3rd Taiki Lynn Kiel Kleuskens Daniel Strang Cameron Bird Riley Jones

Science 1st Jack 
Simmonds

Ben 
McGregor

Oscar Smith Ashton 
Robinson

Cameron Bird Riley Jones

2nd Daniel 
Williams

Ben Sturm Milan Hood Daniel Strang Thomas 
Scanlon

George Forte

3rd Max Fletcher Nathan 
Walters

Hetekia Te 
Ua/ Tyler 
Cooper

James 
Brown 

Ashton 
Thomas

Social Studies 1st Daniel 
Williams

Yashnoor 
Mann

Milan Hood Finn Watson James Brown George Forte

2nd Keyan Asadi Ben Sturm James Smith Daniel Strang Alex Hooper Riley Jones

3rd Jack 
Simmonds

Kiel 
Kleuskens/ 
Jamie Carter

Hetekia Te Ua Connor Irving Logan 
Spencer

Joshua Hurst

YEAR 9

At the Junior Graduation Ceremony, held on Thursday, 29 November, we recognised overall first, second and third placings in 
each of the junior core classes. The summary of the top three placings includes:
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

Subject DS MS NS DS2 MS2 NS2

English 1st Lewis 
Yetsenga

Sitiveni Lose Harry Derry Joshua Toon Jordan Soo 
Choon

Frazer Tam

2nd Dean Stewart Jack Seath Guy Ludbrook Jonny Surry Reuben 
Lawrence

Campbell 
Colquhoun

3rd Charlie 
Desbonnets

Seb Bodle/ 
Joseph Grigg

Robert Radu/
Samuel Ward

George Stace Jayden Law

Mathematics 1st Dean Stewart Ben Back Joseph Grigg Toby 
Finlayson

Tem 
Duangratana

Frazer Tam

2nd Ben Stock Pun 

Keerasuntonpong
Harry Derry Joshua Toon Reuben 

Lawrence
Joshua 
Gullery

3rd Jason Speidell Sitiveni Lose Guy Ludbrook Harrison 
Bond

Jacob 
Williamson

Jeffrey Shi

Science 1st Lewis 
Yetsenga

Pun 

Keerasuntonpong
Harry Derry Toby 

Finlayson
Tem 
Duangratana

Frazer Tam

2nd Dean Stewart James Wang Joseph Grigg Jacky Liang Brooklyn 
Howard

Joshua 
Gullery

3rd Jason Speidell William 
Savage

Theo 
Ludbrook

Joshua Toon Jordan Soo 
Choon

Campbell 
Colquhoun

Social Studies 1st Dean Stewart Neelay 
Mistry/ 
William 
Savage

Harry Derry Jonny Surry Jacob 
Williamson

Joshua 
Gullery

2nd Marcus Ross Nick Healy Riley Dance Jordan Soo 
Choon

Alec Kusabs

3rd Lewis 
Yetsenga

Aedan 
Morrison

Joseph Grigg Jacky 
Liang/ Tom 
Matthews

Brooklyn 
Howard

Frazer Tam

YEAR 10
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

SPECIAL PRIZES AWARDED AT ANNUAL PRIZE 
GIVING CEREMONY
St Paul’s Collegiate ICT Trophy
Awarded to a member of the iTeam who has displayed 
dedication and commitment to ICT support – Lachlan Coleman

Creative Writing Prize
Awarded for the most outstanding piece of writing produced 
by a student during the school year – Louise van Bysterveldt

Senior Oratory Prize
Awarded for the most outstanding public speaker in the School 
student body – Anna Hamilton

Beckett Prize for Literature
Awarded to the student who excelled in the study of Literature 
in Level 3 English – Dylan Woodhouse

Hawaiki Rising Scholarship
Awarded to an Emerging Leader in Tikanga Māori in Year 12 – 
Tepaea Cook-Savage

Te Reo Trophy
Awarded to an individual who walks in tea o Māori (the Māori 
world) for cultural wellbeing and who applies themselves to all 
facets of School life – Dallas Taikato

David Harries Memorial Trophy
Awarded to the most outstanding Graphics student in the 
School, across all levels – Tevita (David) Tohi

St Paul’s Graphics and Technology Department and Waikato 
Master Builders’ Award
Awarded to the senior student in the Construction Course 
who has shown: enthusiasm; teamwork; a great attitude to all 
aspects of the course; pride in their finished work; and have 
completed all the theory and practical units to a very high 
standard – Bennet Groube

The Photo Life Studies Graphics Art Award
For excellence in Graphics and Art Design. We acknowledge the 
generous donation of this prize from Photolife Studios – Heath 
Johnson

John van Grootel Memorial Trophy
Awarded for outstanding diligence and persistence in the 
Junior School. This trophy was donated to the School by the 
Goldsbury family and is dedicated to the memory of staff 
member, John van Grootel – Riley Jones

International Relations Prize
Awarded to the student who has contributed most positively 
to fostering international relations in the School – Patchara 
Jirapanyayut
Kaueranga Plaque
Awarded to the student who has excelled in the area of 

Practical Science – Alice Cao

Mike Powell Memorial Trophy
Awarded to the student who displays the most outstanding 
craftsmanship in the School, across all levels – Joshua Hood

Deloitte Prize
Awarded to the top student in the Business Sciences area who 
is continuing with his/her student of the Economic Sciences at 
University – William Heng

St Paul’s Parents’ Association Scholarship
Awarded to a Year 12 student who started at St Paul’s in the 
lower band and has now qualified for a full NCEA Level 3 
(Achievement Standards) course next year – Max Watson

St Paul’s Award for Year 9 and the Lander Family Trophy
Awarded to the top Year 9 student(s) who has excelled in all 
areas of School life, academics, sport, culture and leadership – 
Samuel Peoples and Logan Orsler

St Paul’s Award for Year 11 and the Haylett-Petty Memorial 
Trophy
Awarded to the top academic Year 11 student who has 
excelled in all areas of school life, academics, sport, culture and 
leadership. The Haylett-Petty Memorial Trophy was donated to 
the School by the Oliver family and is dedicated to the memory 
of former staff member, Paul Haylett-Petty – David Koshy

St Paul’s Award for Year 12 and the John Oehley Cup
Awarded to the top academic Year 12 student who has excelled 
in all areas of School life, academics, sport, culture and 
leadership – Campbell Smith

Manukura Ariki “Maaori Academic Excellence”
This is the first year that this Award has been made and was 
blessed by Matua Thompson prior to its presentation. A 
manukura is the figurative term applied to a great leader and 
ariki is paramount or supreme – Briana Cardon

Headmaster’s Prizes
Awarded for outstanding service to the School in a wide variety 
of areas, academics, leadership, sporting, cultural and/or 
service – each of these students has made an extraordinary 
contribution to the School in their respective areas
Tom Brown
Cameron Coull
Kaenan Ferguson
Madeleine Gordon
Siobhan Read
Priya Singh
Grace Watson
Dylan Woodhouse
Patchara Jirapanyayut
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

BNZ Awards
Awarded to Year 13 students who have excelled academically 
and/or in leadership, sport and cultural areas
Victoria Chanwai
Alice Emeny
Heath Johnson
Sasha Patil
Dallas Taikato

De Jong Trophy
Awarded to the student(s) who has put in a really consistent 
effort in all areas of School life. Someone who always gives of 
their best in everything they do – Genevieve Scott-Jones and 
Anna Hamilton

The Luman Family Trophy
Awarded in recognition of outstanding leadership both inside 
and outside of the classroom – Sarah Jackson

The Fitchett Trophy
Awarded to the most outstanding female leader in the School 
– Briana Cardon

Andrea Jean Jenkins Cup for the Head Girl
Awarded to the Head Girl for her outstanding leadership and 
commitment in all areas of School life – Sarah Jackson

Leggatt Prize and Old Collegians’ Trophy for the Head Boy
Awarded to the Head Boy for his outstanding leadership and 
commitment in all areas of School life – Lane Tims

The G W Lander Resilience Trophy
Awarded to the student who has shown real courage and 
tenacity in the face of adversity – Aidan Lee

Galatians Trophy
Awarded to the student who in the opinion of the staff, 
displays the following qualities: patience; kindness; 
faithfulness; humility and self-control – a decent young man 
or woman who has proven to be an excellent and influential 
citizen by the strength of their character – Jack Walters

Seavill Cup
Awarded to the student who has contributed most to the 
School in a wide variety of activities – Harry Forte

The Evan McCulloch Trophy for Proxime Accessit
Dylan Woodhouse

Katrina L Ward Cup for Dux of the School
Alice Cao
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CULTURAL PARTICIPATION

SPEECH BOARD EXAMS

CULTURAL TROPHIES AWARDED
Also awarded at the Final Assembly were the following Cultural Trophies:

• George Forte  Boyes Cup – Most Improved Junior Musician
• Lucas Taumoepeau Flint-Parsons Jazz Trophy
• Jack Walters  Hamilton Piano Centre Music Cup
• Lachlan Lamont  Jane Fisk Cup
• Patchara Jirapanyayut Jarrod Shearer Plate – Most Improved Band Member
• Kobe Young  Year 12 Bass Trophy – Choir
• Hannah Mayer  Year 12 Treble Trophy - Choir
 

OTHER CULTURAL HIGHLIGHTS
Congratulations to the following students who were awarded their Junior Cultural Colours for 2018 at the Final Assembly:

Music:  Geoffrey Smith, Lucas Goodwin and Lucas Taumoepeau
Production: Thomas Dela Rue and Joshua Gibbs

Thomas Brown 
Communication in Leadership 
Honours

Anna Hamilton 
Communication in Leadership 
Honours Plus

Patchara Jirapanyayut
Communication in Leadership 
Honours Plus
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SPORTING ENDEAVOURS

At the Final Assembly held on Friday, 30 November, the 
following students were awarded their Junior Sporting Colours 
as follows:

ADVENTURE RACING:
Trey Lincoln, Ben Littlejohn, Sam Kalma, Oliver Larcombe

ATHLETICS:
Brooke Batters, Ben Strang, Sitiveni Lose, Toby Robb, Henry 
McLean-Bluck, Campbell Robb

BMX:
Luke Hanna

BOWLS:
Amelia Hunt

CLAY SHOOTING:
Alex Purdie

CRICKET:
Oliver O’Meegan, Jack Sturm, Kuwyn Price, Declan O’Sullivan, 
Cooper Robinson, Sam Lints, Campbell Robb, Shivam Achary, 
Dylan Fletcher, Hunter Doull

CYLCING:
Thomas McAdams, Oliver Larcombe

DUATHLON:
Angus Riordan

FOOTBALL:
Fergus Williams, Laurence I’Anson

GET-2-GO:
Oliver Larcombe, Matthew Waddell, Dean Stewart, Sam 
Peoples

HOCKEY:
Jai Fitzwalter, Trey Lincoln, Hector Munro, Ayla Hall, Cameron 
Bird, Thomas Scanlon, Campbell Colquhoun, Benjamin Allen, 
Cameron Hopping, Mark Pooley, Harrison Bond, Lachlan 
O’Neil, Milan Hood, Daniel Bates

INLINE HOCKEY:
Frazer Tam

JUDO:
Ben Davies

LACROSSE:
Amelia Hunt

MANATAWA:
Hetekia Te Ua

MOTO-X:
Luke Lempriere

MOUNTAIN BIKING:
Marcus Ross, Angus Riordan

ROWING:
Lewis Yetsenga, Jason Speidell, Oscar Coxhead, Jack Caldwell, 
Edwin Wills, Nico Mitchell, Wes Hitchcock, Oliver Barris

RUGBY:
Havila Molia, Layken Tua, Tiaki Rhodes

SNOW SKIING:
Angus Gower

SURF LIFESAVING:
Harrison Bond

SWIMMING:
Samuel Peoples, Ben Haskell, Adrian Wong, Isaac Reay, Henry 
McLean-Bluck

TENNIS:
Bradley Foster, Ashton Robinson

TOUCH RUGBY:
Quinn Murphy

TRIATHLON:
Isaac Reay, Oliver Larcombe, Ben Littlejohn, Trey Lincoln, 
Matthew Waddell

WATERPOLO:
Sam Peoples

WATERSKIING:
Jake Alloway

JUNIOR SPORTING COLOURS PRESENTED
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SPORTING ENDEAVOURS

The following young men have played 50+ Caps and given back 
to the sport of Hockey:

Bennet Groube has played 75 Caps for the 1st XI hockey 
side. A talented player who displays excellent hand-eye 
co-ordination, is deceptively quick and is cool and calm in 
defence. Bennet has been a vital member of the 1st XI and has 
also given back to hockey through the coaching of teams at 
St Paul’s. Solid as a rock in defence, Bennet also possesses a 
unique type of flair on attack. 

Jamie Sandford has played 66 Caps for the 1st XI hockey 
team. He has been a stalwart defender for the side. A sound 
defender, with good distribution skills who also shows tight 
skills to eliminate players when required. Jamie has improved 
as a player and has had a calming senior influence on the 
team this year. Jamie has given back to St Paul’s through the 
coaching of junior teams. Jamie was awarded the Hardman 
Cup for Service to Hockey in 2018. 

Scott Hitchcock has played 62 Caps for the 1st XI hockey 
squad. He has gone from strength to strength as a hockey 
player in 2018. A fit, gritty and determined player, who has 
skill and flair to back up his great attitude. Scott has put his full 
effort into training and games. Scott has possessed great game 
awareness and the ability to handle pressure situations. Scott 
won the Johl Cup for the most improved player of 2018. 

Sam McClay has played 54 Caps for the 1st XI hockey side. Sam 
is a fast and aggressive striker that plays the game with his 
heart on his sleeve. Sam displays sound stick skills, a fast drag 

flick and a very good attacking attitude, where he is always 
hungry to score goals. 

George Greenhill has played 53 Caps for the 1st XI hockey 
team. George is a tenacious striker who has been the fear 
of many teams. Fast, elusive, skilful and committed to the 
team, George can be relied on to implement game plans, lead 
pressing and come up with game-changing plays. A member 
of the Midlands U18 team this year, George was also the 
winner of the Snodgrass Master Blaster for the top Goal Scorer 
in 2018 on 54 Goals; the Coolridge Cup for the 1st XI Hockey 
Ambassador and the Bruce Davis Cup for Excellence in Hockey. 
A deserved recipient. 

Sam Lints has played 50 Caps for the 1st XI hockey squad. A 
phenomenal achievement for a Year 10 student to play 50 
games for the first team. Sam is a very talented player, who has 
the ability to create goal scoring chances from any area. Sam is 
beginning to develop his soft skills and game awareness to that 
of a senior player. Sam is a humble young man with a bright 
future in the sport. Well done Sam. Sam was the Winner of the 
Captains Cup in 2018. 

Also, a special mention was made to these players who have 
played 100+ Caps for the 1st XI hockey team: 
• Shantanu Rawal 107 Caps
• Bevan Muirhead 104 Caps
• Callum Prosser 104 Caps 
• Aidan Lee 100 Caps

HOCKEY CAPS AWARDED AT FINAL ASSEMBLY

Day 1 vs Hutt International Boys' School (HIBS)
In the opening game, St Paul's won the toss and elected to 
bat. Unfortunately, the openers were not able to establish 
dominance, losing their first wicket after three balls. The rest 
of the top order stuttered along until Sam Lints took control of 
proceedings by notching up his maiden century of 107. He was 
ably supported by Hunter Doull who scored 31. St Paul's were 
eventually bowled out for 195.

HIBS started off slowly, but poor bowling discipline from St 
Paul's allowed them to build momentum. After 30 overs, HIBS 
looked set to reach their target comfortably. However, a fine 
spell from Laurence I'Anson brought St Paul's back into the 
game with figures of 5/34 in his 10 overs. HIBS were dismissed 
for 188, giving St Paul's a seven run victory.

Day 2 vs Westlake Boys’ High School
From the get go, the second game was going to be a tough 

one for St Paul's. Like the day before, the top order was not 
able to make much of an impact on the Westlake attack. Once 
again, it was Sam Lints who saved St Paul's from complete 
embarrassment. As wickets tumbled around him, Lints blazed 
his way to 42 before running out of partners. St Paul's were 
dismissed for a meagre 86.

In the second innings, St Paul's were never able to put the 
Westlake batsmen under any pressure. The batsmen found it 
easy going and were able to chase down the target in the 15th 
over for the loss of only one wicket. 

Day 3 vs Wellington College
After the battles of the previous day, St Paul's were determined 
to bounce back against Wellington College. St Paul's lost the 
toss and were asked to bowl first. Immediately, it was clear to 
see that this game was not going to be a repeat of yesterday. 
The bowlers were far more disciplined with their line and 

VETTORI SHIELD 2018
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length, which restricted Wellington's ability to score. Matthew 
Waddell claimed figures of 2/27, while Cameron Bird picked up 
2/35. Wellington were dismissed for 193 in the 48th over.

Hit by illness over the lunch break, St Paul's were forced to 
reshuffle the batting order and soon found themselves in 
trouble yet again. And just like the previous two days, there 
could only be one man to save the situation. Sam Lints batted 
superbly, to record his second century of the week. He was 
deputised by Hunter Doull, who hit the winning runs in 
the 41st over, finishing on 41 not out. St Paul's won by two 
wickets.

Day 4 vs Otago Boys’ High School (OBHS)
The last day of the week saw St Paul's take on OBHS in the 3rd 
and 4th playoff. St Paul's chose to bat first and got off to a slow 
start. However, Neelay Mistry grabbed the game by the collar 
and dominated the innings. He capitalised on OBHS's short 
bowling and scored quickly and posted his first century, before 
being dismissed for 121. St Paul's looked set to celebrate their 

second ton of the day, but unfortunately Harry Trumm fell just 
one run short and was bowled for 99. St Paul's finished on 265 
in the 50 overs.

Facing a daunting target, OBHS came out all guns firing. After 
losing an early wicket to a run out, they set about taking apart 
the St Paul's attack and put together a 169 run partnership for 
the second wicket. This performance took the game away from 
St Paul's who fought valiantly throughout. In the 44th over, the 
rain arrived and brought a close to the day's play. OBHS were 
well ahead on Duckworth/Lewis and claimed a much deserved 
victory. 

Sam Lints received the MVP for the tournament and Neelay 
Mistry was awarded the Player of the Day on the last day.

Thank you to Messrs Michael Rameka, Brad Emslie and Dan 
Harper for their work in putting this tournament together and 
for supporting our team throughout.

The combined St Paul’s/Waikato Dio Get-2-Go team finished 
fourth in New Zealand for 2018 and Oliver Larcombe made 
the ‘Dream Team’ of the top eight Adventure Racers from the 
event. 

The team arrived on Great Barrier Island with eleven other 
regional champions via ferry on Sunday, 9 December. After 
dropping their packs at their cabins, they had their first event, 
where they had to complete a hilly 7km run, then build a 
raft and paddle it two kilometres. Monday and Tuesday saw 
six one-hour challenges ranging from high ropes, stand up 
paddle boarding, swimming, and team problem-solving. Add 
this to more kayak and rafting challenges, as well as balance 
competitions and blindfold relay events and the team was 
certainly given variety. At the end of Tuesday, the team was 
placed fourth. Wednesday and Thursday were expedition days, 
with the teams having to load up their gear in their packs, 
build another raft and paddle it about six kilometres around 
the island to the next bay. They were then given a map with 
checkpoints they had to get to, which included running up over 
1100 steps to summit Mount Hobson - the highest peak on the 
island; running around 17 kilometres to an estuary, where they 
again built a vessel to paddle four kilometres to the finish.

The team did an amazing job and finished third this day. Day 
four is the major running day, with the team completing a 
Rogaine event with four water challenges worth points at 
different parts of the island. This event tests their navigation 

skills, as well as their fitness and teamwork. They ran over 
27km on this day and were fourth best on the day. Day five 
involved another circuit challenge with different skills from 
rock-climbing, running up big hills with tyres, flexibility 
challenges, swimming, balance and high-ropes. 

The team had an amazing week. No sport tests determination, 
grit and teamwork like five-days of Adventure Racing. The 
students worked supremely hard to get themselves to the 
fitness level required to have the energy to compete each 
day. They were rewarded with finishing fourth overall in New 
Zealand (representing the Waikato Region). Our thanks go to 
Mr Keegan Stewart for training and managing the team on 
behalf of St Paul’s Collegiate School. 
 The team consisted of:
Oliver Larcombe, Dean Stewart, Sam Peoples and Levi 
Davidson (St Paul’s); and
Laura Littlejohn, Bree Scott, Hannah Hull and Samantha Glenn 
(Waikato Diocesan)

WAIKATO GET-2-GO TEAM PLACES FOURTH 
IN NEW ZEALAND FOR THE SECOND YEAR 
RUNNING
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Over the period of Friday, 30 November through to Sunday, 2 
December, our team of eleven athletes competed in the New 
Zealand Secondary School Track and Field Championships held 
in Dunedin.

Day One dawned bright and clear, but with very strong 
blustery winds. This was always going to make things difficult 
for the runners and throwers we had in action on the day.

Despite the blustering wind conditions, we had some very 
good results for the qualifying heats of the senior boys’ 200m. 
Mattheus Pio qualified for the quarter finals by coming second 
in his heat, running 23.85.

Travis Cashmore ran a good heat to finish fourth, and to also 
qualify for the quarters. He ran a 24.80 in a strong headwind.

Harrison Bond ran an excellent 200m heat in the junior boys to 
win his heat - only to be disqualified for stepping on the line as 
they rounded the bend. Very disappointing, as he ran a good 
time, but it was a good learning experience for all of the team.

Isaac Reay ran the junior boys’ 3000m in 11:14.49. He was a 
little disappointed with his time, but still had the 1500m and 
the 3km road race ahead.

Campbell Robb threw well in the senior Javelin, just missing 
out on a finals spot and finishing ninth. A new school 
intermediate boys’ record though, of 48.47m. As only a Year 11 
student, he still has another two years in the senior age group.

Day Two was another windy day and brought with it a mixed 
bag of results.

Harrison Bond ran a strong junior 100m hurdles to qualify for 
the final. Sitiveni Lose placed eighth in the junior boys’ high 
jump reaching 1.75m again. 

Campbell Robb had another strong showing in the throwing 
with a 30.64m Hammer throw. A personal best (PB), placing 
him 15th. 

Mattheus, Travis and Ben Strang all progressed through to 
their respective 300m hurdles finals, with Mattheus also going 
through to the 200m semi. 

St Paul’s performance of the day came from the 4x100m senior 
team, comprised of two seniors and two juniors, who qualified 
for the final with a very good time of 44.29. 

Day Three saw hot and windy conditions, but also brought us a 
selection of medals and placings in finals.

Brooke Batters jumped well in the junior High Jump coming 9th 

with 1m55. Harrison ran a good 100m hurdles final, coming 
4th with a time of 14.81.

Travis and Mattheus were in the 300m hurdles final. Travis ran 
a great race to finish 7th in 41.74 and Mattheus took gold with 
a time of 37.35. He followed this up with a silver in the senior 
200m.

Ben Strang got silver in the junior boys’ 300m hurdles, to 
complete our medal haul.

The meeting culminated for St Paul’s with the 4x100m senior 
relay. We came a close 4th, just missing out on a medal, but 
performing well above what we had expected with two juniors 
running.

Following the conclusion of this national meet, Mattheus was 
selected for the New Zealand Secondary Team, for which he is 
to be congratulated.

The entire team would like to sincerely thank Mrs Helen 
Chileshe and Mr Paul Wilson who travelled with the students 
to the South Island.

NATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS’ ATHLETICS 
CHAMPS
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On Sunday, 2 December, Thomas McAdams and Riley Wills 
combined with a cyclist from Rototuna Senior High School 
to form a Hamilton City Cycling Club team to compete in the 
Under 17 Boys’ division of the Waikato/Bay of Plenty Team 
Time Trial. The event was held in Gordonton on a flat, fast 
course.

Thomas and Riley’s team finished first, thereby gaining a 
gold medal in this event. They raced over a distance of 20 
kilometres in a time of 31 minutes and 38 seconds at an 
average speed of 37.9kph.

WAIKATO/BAY OF PLENTY TEAM TIME TRIAL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS

OTHER SPORTING HIGHLIGHTS:
• At the Oceania Athletics Games, Caroline Kolver won the 

Hammer with a PB of 40.01m and placed third in the U18 
Discus. While Mattheus Pio won the U18 100m title and 
placed second in the 400x100 Relay event.

• The following students were nominated by St Paul’s 
Collegiate School for the Waikato Secondary School Sports 
Awards 2018:
Gideon Wrampling (Rugby), Grace Watson (Rowing), Angus 
Riordan (Cycling), Temwa Chileshe (Squash), Ben Littlejohn 
(Swimming) and Rico D’Anvers (BMX)

NETWORK MAGAZINE

Network is our school magazine produced twice a year and 
distributed to more than 7000 Old Collegians, current families 

and Friends of St Paul’s throughout New Zealand.

There is an opportunity for you to advertise your business. 
Please email us for a copy of the rate card. 

If you wish to advertise in the St Paul's Network 
magazine please contact 

marketing@stpauls.school.nz
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CHAPLAIN’S COMMENT by Reverend Peter Rickman
“Joy to the World the Lord is come, let earth receive her King!”

These opening lyrics of one of the world’s favourite Christmas 
carols were published a long time ago in 1715. Isaac Watts 
was the author and Handel set them to music. I have heard 
them sung and played recently in the most unlikely of places, 
but that did not stop me from joining in with enthusiasm, 
excitement and in anticipation of the season to come. 

I first heard them being played over and over again on a 
number of China Airlines flights as a group of us flew to 
Cambodia for the annual adventure with the charity ‘Flame’, 
working with children and young adults in the slums of Phnom 
Penh. I was quite pleasantly surprised to hear one of the 
national airlines of this great communist regime play such an 
explicit Christian Christmas Carol over and over again on its 
flights. Christmas is certainly infectious! 

In Cambodia I also heard this Christmas carol being repeatedly 
played over the public address systems of a number of rather 
empty air-conditioned shopping malls; an emptiness standing 
in direct contrast to our own at this time of year and yet one 
would struggle to hear such beautiful Christian music being 
played in Chartwell or at The Base; such venues seem to 
prefer music which refer to chestnuts roasting on open fires, 
rocking around Christmas trees and giving our hearts away last 
Christmas! 

However, it was not on the China Airlines flights or in the 
shopping malls of Phnom Penh that this carol seemed to point 
and lead me directly into the heart of Christmas; but rather 
in the slums themselves and in the children centres of Flame 
there. Here on several occasions the children sang in Khmer:

(The native language of Cambodia.) 

“Joy to the World the Lord is come, let earth receive her King!” 

It truly was a joy to sing this Christmas Carol with these 
children, many of whom live in the most appalling of 
conditions in the slums adjacent to the open sewers. It was a 
joy because, as many of us noted, they were full of joy. They 
were happy despite the poverty, despite all the things in their 
lives that could equate to unhappiness, they were happy! 
Happy to be in the Flame centres, happy to be receiving 
an education and happy because they knew Jesus and that 

through Christ they knew that they were profoundly loved by 
God. This seemed to be the centre of their joy and so when 
they sang “Joy to the world the Lord is come” they really 
meant it and felt it.

It is my hope and prayer that this sense of joy becomes ours 
too during our annual celebrations of the gift of Jesus Christ to 
us at Christmas. Christmas means many things, but above all, 
broadcasts the divine truth: God is with us, understands and 
knows us, journeys with us and loves us. 

“Joy to the World the Lord is come, let earth receive her King!”

Have a happy and holy Christmas, a wonderful summer and 
I pray for safe travels and a safe return to school in the New 
Year.

Love and blessings from Rev Peter
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TIHOI MAJOR PRIZE WINNERS – INTAKE 2018/2
MORTIMER PRIZE FOR MOST OUTSTANDING STUDENT 
Dean Stewart
Most Outstanding Student nominations
Harry Derry, Oliver Larcombe, Dean Stewart, Matthew Waddell

MURRAY HARINGTON CUP FOR MOST IMPROVED STUDENT 
Brandon Anderton
Most Improved Student nominations
Brandon Anderton, Aedan Morrison, Toby Rickman, Jacob 
Wilson

DIRECTOR’S AWARDS 
Ben Back, Laurence I’Anson, William Savage, Ben Storey

FURMINGER AWARD (Respect shown to staff and other 
students) 
Joseph Grigg

COULTER CUP (Representing and upholding the virtues project 
ideals) 
Dean Stewart

SHAW TROPHY FOR BUSH CRAFT 
Fletcher Clark

COMMUNITY SERVICE AND ENVIRONMENT AWARD
James Barr

CROSS COUNTRY CUP
Oliver Larcombe

EXPEDITION AWARDS—for all round excellence on expedition. 
WHITE WATER KAYAK:  Matthew Waddell
MOUNTAIN BIKE:  Harry Derry
SEA KAYAK:   Kuwyn Price
ROCK CLIMBING:   Dean Stewart, Jae Broomfield
TRAMP:   Brandon Anderton

MOST VALUED HOUSE MEMBERS— 
HART – Matthew Waddell; JOCKS – Oliver Larcombe; POLLYS 
– Niah Church-Jones; MOLLYS – Dean Stewart; MORTZ – Harry 
Derry; VILLA – Jack Seath; GILLS – Joseph Grigg; FRANKS – 
Malachi Wrampling-Alec
 

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Dean Stewart – English, Math, Science, Social Studies, Physical 
Education
Harry Derry – Math, Science, Social Studies
Matthew Waddell – English, Science
Jae Broomfield – Social Studies
Nicholas Healy – Math
Joseph Grigg – Physical Education
Fletcher Clark – Physical Education
Seb Bodle – Science

Tihoi Masterchef Award: 
Lewis Yetsenga

Chef’s Awards: 
Seb Bodle, Toby Carr, Thomas Came, Jahnie Hohaia, Neelay 
Mistry, Toby Robb, Lincoln Winter

Luder Trophy: WINNING HOUSE:
Mollys House: Jae Broomfield, Nick Healy, Aminio Manu, 
Aedan Morrison, Toby Robb, Hunter Singh, Ben Storey and 
Dean Stewart

Kingham Cup – Most points in House Wero:
Mortz House: Seb Bodle, Harry Derry, Charlie Desbonnets, 
James Findlay, Laurence I’Anson, Kuwyn Price and Isaac Reay
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TIHOI REFLECTIONS SPEECH BY MOST 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT FOR INTAKE 2018/2 
by Dean Stewart

Tihoi has been the most amazing six months of schooling I 
could ever imagine. I have pursued a larger range of outdoor 
activities than most people would in a lifetime, I have been 
in a house where I have had to cook, clean and live with a 
team of eight other boys. I have been challenged daily by the 
fitness programme. And yet with all of this going on, my school 
grades have only got better.

I have made so many great memories during my time at 
Tihoi. Some of my standout moments were when all the boys 
ripped a haka down by the waterfall at the marae; when we 
sent trains of boys sliding down the slopes of Mt Ruapehu; 
watching everyone dressed up with painted facial hair, 
competing in Kiwi bloke day. And this list could go on and on.

Some of the many new skills we have all gained during Tihoi 
include: navigating through the bush, eddie turns in a kayak, 
fire lighting, cooking on trangias, scrubbing trangias and many 
more skills on our chosen expeditions.

The greatest lesson Tihoi has taught me, is the high standard 
of living that was expected of us during Tihoi. To live in an 
immaculately cleaned house with a made bed and tidy 

shelves. To cook well-balanced meals for ourselves. To live 
with a structured daily routine so that meal time, fitness 
time and bedtime are the same every day. I have found that 
with early nights, healthy food and daily exercise I have more 
energy during the day to put into school work and outdoor 
activities.

During our time at Tihoi, many boys have pushed themselves 
harder than ever before, each individually discovering that 
their limits are way beyond where they thought they were 
just a couple of months ago. The Virtues Programme has been 
drilled into us weekly, helping to set our moral compasses 
straight for our future. Tihoi has raised the bar of where I 
want to go in life and what I want to achieve academically and 
recreationally in my future.

Finally, I would like to thank the Tihoi staff for their 
commitment, inspiration and for sharing their skills and 
experience with us. And at times, thank you for your 
patience and tolerance. We have been lucky to have had 
such an amazing group of instructors to guide us through the 
challenges that Tihoi presents.

JUNIOR STUDENTS RECEIVE JUNIOR OAK 
BADGES AT FINAL ASSEMBLY
The following junior students received the Junior Oak Badge at the final assembly of the year. This is a prestigious award, given 
to students who consistently strive in all areas of school life. Through their dedication and determination in sporting, cultural, 
service and academic endeavours, these students have challenged themselves to achieve personal bests.

• Keyan Asadi
• Cameron Bird
• George Forte
• Riley Jones
• Gabe Pinvanichkul
• Daniel Williams
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2019 LEAVERS’ GIFT UNVEILED
The leavers’ gift is a long standing tradition at St Paul's and 
acts as a reminder of the student's time at school.
 
This year our Year 13 leavers commissioned a sculpture by 
James Wright. James is a New Zealand sculptor of English/
Portuguese/African descent - his other public works include 
Nikau at Auckland’s Botanic Garden, Pride positioned in front 
of the Pukekohe Town Hall and Target exhibited at Headland 
Sculpture on the Gulf and winner of the People’s Choice 
award.

 The honeycomb sculpture makes reference to the school's 
mascot of the bumblebee and pays homage to agribusiness, 
which is now a significant curriculum area in our school. The 
sections of honeycomb represent unity and the strength of 
many people as a whole. The artwork will remind all who pass 
to unite and stand firm in the faith.
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LEAVERS’ DINNER CELEBRATES FAMILIES 
WITH A LONGSTANDING ASSOCIATION WITH 
ST PAUL’S
At the Leavers’ Dinner held on Friday, 30 November, we 
recognised that for many families, 2018 marks an end to their 
longstanding association with St Paul’s Collegiate School. For a 
number of those families, they have had at least three or more 
of their sons/daughters attend our School. Those families, who 
we are aware of, who have had lengthy associations and years 
of loyal commitment, that are leaving the School in 2018 are 
as follows:

The BRANDT FAMILY have put their four children, Carl, Rachel, 
Christa and Michael through St Paul’s and it is interesting to 
note that for only the period of one year between 2009 and 
2018 (i.e. 2015) have they not had a child as a student of our 
school and that for four years they had at least two children 
within the school at any given time.

The CLAYTON-GREENE FAMILY have educated their three 
children: Wess, Kirsty, and Spencer as boarding students 
in Sargood/Harington Boarding Houses. For two years, 
they had two children within the school at the same time. 
It is also important to recognise that the Clayton-Greene 
family’s association with the school dates back to the original 
inception, with father Warren’s uncle, Eric Spencer Freeman 
Clayton-Greene having been one of the original founders of St 
Paul’s Collegiate School.

The DOBBE FAMILY have boarded their four children, Tom, 
Ben, Georgia and Max, within Williams/Harington Houses over 
a ten year consecutive period, having for seven of those years 
had at least two children as a member of our student body at 
the same time. In addition, dad Martin and his business Urbo 
Homes have generously given an enormous commitment to 
the Year 13 Construction Class projects since 2014 – giving 
of his time, expertise, knowledge and his labour to work 
alongside our senior boys to assist them in developing the 
unique skillset required for them to move on to potential 
apprenticeships in the building and carpentry industries.

The LEE FAMILY have over eight consecutive years, educated 
their three sons, Courtland, Lachlan and Aidan, at St Paul’s, 
with Aidan having been a boarder in his senior years. For five 
of their eight year involvement with our School, they have had 
at least two children with us and in fact, in 2014, all three of 
the boys were members of the St Paul’s student body. All three 
of the boys were full School Prefects in their final year.

The SANDFORD FAMILY have put three children through St 
Paul’s: Kirby (whose memory we remember annually at the 
Garden of Remembrance Service), Chelsea and Jamie.

The SCOTT-JONES FAMILY have put their three children, John, 
Dominic and Genevieve through our boarding community. 
All three of these talented youngsters have been a member 
of their respective final year’s full School Prefect team and in 
John’s case, he also led the School as Head Boy, before going 
on to secure a Robertson Leadership Scholarship to Duke 
University in the United States of America in 2010.

The SINGH FAMILY have educated their four children, Pavan, 
Chaman, Dilawar and Priya at our School, having in one year 
(i.e. 2009) had three students within our student body at the 
same time.

While we have highlighted the above seven families from 
those departing from St Paul’s Collegiate School in 2018, it 
is recognised by the Board and Headmaster that all families 
attending the School make a significant sacrifice to send 
their child(ren) here for their education and for this we are 
appreciative of the faith that you place in us to educate and, 
for both day and boarding students, become a ‘home away 
from home’ for your son/daughters. We thank all parents/
caregivers for giving us the opportunity to be a part of your 
child’s educational journey and to work alongside you to 
nurture and grow the future adults of our society. 

Best wishes to our School community for a very Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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In 2018, as a result of the passion and drive of one of our 
senior students, Genevieve Scott-Jones, a partnership was 
formed with the Fairfield Community Project ‘Te Whare O Te 
Ata’, which saw the establishment of the ‘Community Fridge’.

This project has been remarkably successful and effectively 
ensures the delivery and provision of fresh vegetables, fruit 
and meat products to local families surrounding the school 
who are in need of additional food bank support.

Hundreds of families across Hamilton rely on support from a 
number of food bank providers, but there is a real shortage of 

fresh produce in that provision – hence the Community Fridge.
Staff, students and school families, on a weekly basis, stock 
our Community Fridge, located in the chapel, and that food 
is delivered to the Fairfield Project who assess the needs of 
those requiring food support and distribute accordingly.

This project is proving to be highly successful by all those who 
participate, both as donor and receiver. This project is also 
well supported by St Paul’s International Student Department, 
who regularly supply large quantities of fresh vegetables on a 
weekly basis, in partnership with another community project 
based in Hamilton East.

THE  ST PAULS  
COMMUN ITY FR I DGE :

A  LOCAL  SCHOOL SUPPORT ING 
ITS  LOCAL  COMMUN ITY

PLEASE  G IVE  GENEROUSLY
MEAT ( FR ESH  and FROZEN)

FRU IT  AND VEGES

We are collecting food as a school 
community to support our local 

community. We need regular 
donations of fresh or frozen meat 

(home kill and hunters fayre 
welcome!) fresh vegetables and fruit 
to support local families surrounding 

the school who are in need of 
additional food bank support. 

Staff, students and school families are 
invited on a weekly basis stock our 
“Community Fridge” located in the 

chapel and that food  will be delivered 
to the Fairfield Project who then assess 

the needs of those requiring food 
support and  distribute accordingly. 

THE ST PAUL’S 
COMMUNITY FRIDGE
THE ST PAUL’S 

COMMUNITY FRIDGE

An “Over  the Fence” in it iat ive .  

In  partnership with

FA I R F I E LD  COMMUN ITY PROJECT 
“TE  WHARE  O TE  ATA ”  

FA I R F I E LD  COMMUN ITY PROJECT 
“TE  WHARE  O TE  ATA ”  

THE  ST PAULS  
COMMUN ITY FR I DGE :

A  LOCAL  SCHOOL SUPPORT ING 
ITS  LOCAL  COMMUN ITY

PLEASE  G IVE  GENEROUSLY
MEAT ( FR ESH  and FROZEN)

FRU IT  AND VEGES
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